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HW1-S599-A
Weather Station

A X2 B X1

PART LIST

HARDWARE

  X4
Ø6*50

C X2

D X2 E X4 F X1 G X1

X1 X1
X1

X2
 Ø6*45

X6
 Ø6*12

  X12
Ø4*40

  X4
Ø4*25

  X1
Ø4*35 M4

  X2X4
 Ø6*40

  X4
Ø5*30

-Contains small parts,sharp points and edges.
-Adult assembly required.
-Two adults recommended.
-Do not stand ,sit ,kneel, lean or pull on
  unit for support.
-Never leave children unattended.
-Do not place unit near high heat or moisture.
-Adult supervision recommended.

TIP!
DO NOT FULLY

TIGHTEN SCREWS
UNTIL ALL SCREWS

HAVE BEEN LOOSELY
POSITIONED.

BEFORE
ASSEMBLING,

MAKE SURE THERE
ARE NO

MISSING PARTS.

WARNING:

NOTE:
A ELECTRIC

SCREWDRIVER WILL
BE RECOMMENDED FOR

ASSEMEBLY(NOT INCLUDED)
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  X4
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  X4
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The single item is portable and can be used free standing (without ground
anchors) – adult supervision advised, if preferred the item can be fixed in
place with 1 set of 2 ground anchors for grass/soil base (anchors supplied)
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1.The measuring cylinder should
directly stick into the slot。

Put the opening of the plant planting
pipe on the PE board, and then rotate
it into the slot。

X4
 Ø6*12

X4
 Ø6*40

  X1
Ø4*35

  X1
Ø4*35

2.Rotate the opening of the
plant tube to the top and then
lock the tapping screws

  X4
Ø4*25
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-Do not allow children to climb on shelves.
-Do not use as a ladder or cart.

CAUTION:

-Clean wood with a damp cloth or sponge using
  warm water and mild soap. Wipe dry.
-Do not place near heat, moisture or vaporizer
  which may cause wood to warp and peel.
-Check for loose or worn parts periodically and
  tighten or replace as necessary.

CARE AND CLEANING

Record the manufacture date here. Information is
located on a label enclosed, and on the shipping
carton. Place label and this sheet in an accessible place.

Model Number:
Manufacture Date:

Fasten your Hex Key Tool in the box below
and keep in a convenient place for future use.

 HW1-S599-A

         We will supply, without charge, any part discovered to be missing
at the time of purchase or found to be defective during the
1-year warranty period. The warranty begins on the date of
purchase. We will replace without charge any part found to be
missing at the time of purchase,damaged on delivery or
defective during the first year of use.
This warranty does not cover any damage caused by accident,
improper care, negligence, normal wear and tear, surface
corrosion on metal parts, discoloured surfaces and other
cosmetic issues or failures due to misuse or vandalism. Natural
changes in wood over time are considered cosmetic issues and
are not covered.

1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY



1.Firstly determine the coordinate points that
need to be fixed to the product. With the
digging tool, dig 46CM downward  the grass,
bury the grass anchor, then tamp the soil.
2. Fixed the product on a suitable position, use
the fabric loop to hook the grass anchor and fix
the fabric loop to the suitable position with
M4*25 tapping screws to complete the
installation.

The ground anchor should be
buried under the horizontal line
as photo indicated.

To easily get the ground anchor into the
ground, simply insert the pointed end into the
ground - these anchors are called screw in
anchors. The round disc ensures that you have
a lot of grip in the ground so that the anchor
can easily be screwed deep into the ground. It
is best to use a screwdriver (or small metal bar)
or other long object about 5-6 millimetres thick
to rotate the anchor. You push this through the
ring, which is attached to the top, after which
you simply turn the anchor around and drill into
the ground. Make sure to leave about 6 to 7 cm
above the ground at the top so that you have
enough room to attach the ground anchor to
the post.
Then place the supplied screw through the ring
and drill it to the post.
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Instuction of anchor for cement floor
1)Firstly determine the coordinate points that need to be fixed

to the product, and use the electric drills with M10 drilling
bit to drill downward the cement floor to a depth of
10-12CM.

2) Place the product that needs to be fixed in a suitable
position, and fix it on the ground with an L-shaped corner
connector and M8*100 expansion screws.

3) Use M4*25 tapping screws to connect the L-shaped corner
connector to the corresponding position to complete the
installation.

    Instuction of anchor for grass ground
1 ) Firstly determine the coordinate points that need to be fixed
to the product. With the digging tool, dig 46CM downward  the
grass, bury the grass anchor, then tamp the soil.

2) Fixed the product on a suitable position, use the fabric loop
to hook the grass anchor and fix the fabric loop to the suitable
position with M4*25 tapping screws to complete the
installation.
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The anchors are not supplied with this item
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